1969 Vacuum Routing

The large number of complicated accessories as well as model year changes that required the use of vacuum to control and operate them continued into the 69 production year. What follows are diagram’s showing the routing and connections taken from a number of Ford documents and publications.
1968 Vacuum Routing

1969 351W with AC

1969 351W without AC
1969 390 4bbl, manual transmission

1969 390 4bbl, automatic transmission
1968/1969 Vacuum Routing

1969 428 Cobra jet with Ram Air, automatic trans

1969 428 Cobra jet with Ram Air, manual trans
SITE NOTE: Believe the blue stripped hose is shown incorrectly and instead was routed to the Vacuum door on the drivers side of air cleaner base.

SITE NOTE: Believe the blue stripped hose is shown incorrectly and instead was routed to the Vacuum door on the drivers side of air cleaner base. Drawing incorrectly shows Ram Air Control.